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1.0 Introduction 
Within the theory of generative phonology， linguists 
have assumed a version of the principle that syntactic (not 
phonological) representations are given semantic interpre-
tation and that phonology is a purely formal， interpretive 
component of a generative grammar (Chomsky and Halle 1968). 
Recently， 帯主 odbury (1987) proposes that optional rules of 
postlexical phonology can cause changes of sound structure 
which bear noniconic， conventionally associated meaning. 
This means that phonological rules in the generative gram-
mar are not simply interpretive in function. Furthermore， 
in the theory of autosegmental phonology and nonconcatena-
tive morphology， the，definition of a morpheme is weakened 
七o allow a morpheme to consist of a matrix of one or more 
distinctive features or of a string of such underspecified 
feature matrices. That is， the theory permits feature-sized 
morphemes. In this study 1 adopt this approach which offers 
insight into the process of tensing in Korean. 
The process of tensing has rarely been investigated 
because i t is believed that the tensed segment occurs in 
particular morphemes. Tensing has been accounted for by a 
morpheme boundary and a diacritic marker， inserting a 
putative consonant as a trigger after sonorants， and giving 
a particular internal structure to words. All these expla-
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nations are inadequate in that they over1ook semantic 
inf1uences exerted on the process of tensing. We propose 
that a defau1 t ru1e semantica11y condi tioned fi11s in an 
underspecified feature for a segment. In this paper we 
wou1d 1ike to discuss tensing triggered by sonorants by 
main1y ana1yzing Sino-Korean words. 
We find that non-tensed segments occur in morphemes 
which are expected to undergo tensing. In section 2， we 
wi11 discuss the tensing of corona1 obstruents after 1iquid 
and show the specia1 status of corona1 obstruents in Ko-
rean. In section.3， the re1ationsqip between the meanings 
of morphemes and tensing wi11 be discussed. In section 4， 
we wou1d 1ike to show .that there is a difference in 
strength among the sonorants functioning as a trigger of 
tensing. We summarize our conc1usion in section 5. 
2.0 Tensification and Corona1s 
In this section we wi11 discuss the occurrence of 
tensed corona1 obstruents occurring after a 1iquid conso-
nant /1/ and try to show the unique behavior of corona1 
consonants in the process of tensing. In Korean we observe 
three kinds of obstruen七s: p1ain stops /p，t，k，c，s/， aspi-
rate stops /ph，th，kh，ch/ and tense consonants 
/pp，tt，kk，ss，cc/. There is a phono1ogica1 process ca11ed 
tensing in Korean in which a p1ain obstruent changes to a 
tensed obstruent after a segment. There are two kinds of 
tensing; one a1ways creates a tensed obstruent after an 
obstruent， and the other generates a tensed consonant after 
a sonorant， that is， nasa1， 1iquid and vowe1. The tensed 
segment is not a1ways produced in the 1at ter case where 
certain semantic factors exert inf1uence on tensing. 
Among the obstruents mentioned above， corona1s /t，c，s/ 





/tt， cc， ss/， respective1y. In this environment， the 
corona1 obstruents are a1ways subject to tensing. Consider 






、 a. chu1-ca [chu1cca] 'investment' 
hyeo1-ceon [hya1ccan] 'a bloody batt1e' 
mu1-ceong [mu1ccang] 'pub1ic fee1ing' 
b. pu1-sa [pu1ssa] 'immQrta1ity' 
hyeo1saek [hya1ssεk] ，七he co1our of b1ood' 
hyeo1seo [hya1ssa] 'a writing in b1ood' 
c. phi1-tam [phi1ttam] 'communication through writing' 
pha1-to [pha1tto] 'district' 
phi1-tok [phi1ttok'] 'requi~ed reading' 
d. pu1-pyeon [pa1pyan] 'permanence' 
kyeo1-keun [kya1kin] 'absence' 
('-' is a morpheme boundary) 
As is shown by 七hese examp1es， p1ain corona1s become tense 
after /1/， but 1abia1 and ve1ar consonants resist tensing 
even -in this environment. The Korean 1anguage has proc-
esses whereby unmarked corona1s are the on1y consonants 
that assimi1ate to other p1aces of articu1ation， as is 
discussed by Iverson and Kim (1987)， Cho (1988)， Hirano 
(1990)， Rice and Avery (1991) and others. Corona1 conso-
nants are regarded as the most unmarked segments which are 
underspecified for a P1ace node. This process of tensing 
a1so show that corona1 consonants are 1iab1e to undergo 
phono1ogica1 changes. From these observations， we can c1aim 
that und~rspecified segments are not on1y more prone to 
assimi1ation invo1ving the features that they are under-
specified for (Paradis and Prunet 1991)， but a1so to fea-
ture-fi11ing processes in a 1aryngea1 node in Korean. 
As Chomsky and Ha11e (1968) indicate， tense sounds are 
produced with a gesture that invo1ves considerab1e muscu1ar 
effort and tense s七ops are produced by the narrowing of the 
glottis， and the 1iquid '/1/ is produced wi th b10ckage of 
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air f10w past the primary stricture. This characteristic 
c10sure of /1/ functions as a factor when the p1ain coron-
a1s are tensed after /1/. The fact that the c10sure of /1/ 
p1ays a ro1e in the tensing of corona1 consonants is indi-
cated by the examp1es in (2) which consist of the same 
morphemes as those in (1)， but these morphemes are not 
subject to tensing， as is shown by the fo11owing words: 
( 2 ) 
a. kun-ca-keum [kuncakim] 'war funds' 
kam-ca [kamca] 'reduction of capita1' 
ceung-ca [cingca] 'an increase of capita1' 
ka-ca [kaca] 'fami1y property' 
b. han-saek [hansεk'] 'a co1d co1our' 
kam-saek [kamsεk'] 'fading' 
ceong-saek [cangsεk'] 'the primary co1our' 
sa-saek [sasεk'] 'words and 1ooks' 
c. hon一七am [hontam] 'a proposa1 of marriage' 
heom ・-tam [hamtam] 'slander' 
nong-tam [nongtam] 'a joke' 
heo-tam [hatam] 'fiction' 
In these examp1es， the initia1 corona1s of the second 
morphemes are preceded by sonorants other than /1/ and do 
not change to tense consonants. The p1ain corona1 conso-
nants are underspecified for a fea七ure [+c.g.] in underly-
ing representation. We can account for the tensing of the 
p1ain corona1 consonants by a ru1e of tensing which func-
tions as a default ru1e. The tensing ru1e is feature-fi11-
ing. The operation of spreadirig cannot account for tensing. 
It is impossib1e for a feature [+c.g.] to spread to coron-
a1s because sonorants are unspecified for [+c.g.]. 
In order to account for tensing in terms of a defau1t 
ru1e， we assume that a higher node must be activated if a 
lower feature node is fi11ed in by a defau1t ru1e. We ca1l 
this assumption Higher Node Acti vation. The Higher Node 
Activation enables us to formu1ate a context-sensitive 
defau1t rule which is app1ied to corona1 obstruents preced-
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ed by /1/ and fi11s in [+c.g.] for them. 
i11ustrated as fo11ows: 
The ru1e is 

































This defau1t ru1e cannot be app1ied to 1abia1s and ve1ars， 
since both 1abia1 and ve1ar consonants are specified for 
the P1ace Node in under1ying representation. Tense and 
aspirate stops do not undergo tensing. The ru1e is vacuous-
1y app1ied to tense consonants. Aspirate stops are speci-
fied for a feature [+s.g.] dominated by the Laryngea1 Node. 
The feature [+s. g.] prevents the ru1e from app1ying to 
aspirate obstruents， since it is assumed that the Laryngea1 
Node can dominate on1y one feature node. In the next sec-
tion we wou1d 1ike to ana1yze various environments which 
trigger tensing. 
3.0 Semantic features and Tensification 
3.1 Pre1iminaries 
We wou1d 1ike to show that the process of tensing is 
c1ose1y re1ated to meaning in Sino-Korean morphemes. The 
tensed morphemes are different in meaning from the corre-
sponding non-tensed morphemes. The difference in the mean-
ing is subt1e， and difficu1 t to describe in some cases. 
Tensing can shed 1ight on prob1ems of meaning in phono1ogy. 
Sino-Korean words are made up of two or more morphemes， and 
a morpheme functions as a constituent in many words. Some 
morphemes have tensed variants in certain words.. This means 
-5 -
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that a morpheme can be realized as a tensed form or a non-
tensed form in the same phonological context. This fact is 
shown by the following exarnples: 
(4) a. ko-co [koco] ，七he high tone' 
ko-co [kocco] 'an old tune' 
b. cin-kwa [cinkwa] 'rare fruit' 
ceon-kwa [cankkwa] 'war results' 
c. che-kyeok [chekyak'] 'physique' 
cu-kyeok [cukkyak] 'the nominative case' 
d. pyeong-sang [pyangsang] 'a sick-bed' 
hyang-sang [hyangssang] ，予 table'
In these examples each pair of words includes the same 
morpheme as a constituent: /co/， /kwa/， /kyak/ and /sang/， 
respectively. Each morpheme is different in meaning: the 
tensed rnorphemes / co/ ， /kwa/ ， /kya k/ and / sang/ mean 
'tune事， 'resul ts，' 'a grammatical case' and 'a table，' 
respectively， while the meanings of the non-tensed ones are 
'ton~ ，' 'a fruit， ， 'a frame' and 'a bed.' This fact shows 
七hat there are differences in meaning between the tensed 
and the non-tensed morphemes. Tensing should be treated as 
a phonological rule related to meaning. There are morphemes 
which have a tense consonant in an onse七 position after a 
sonorant in coda. Consider the following words: 
(5) a. hyeon-ka [hyankka] 'the present price' 
phyeong-ka [phyangkka] 'par' 
ho-ka [hokka] 'a price asked' 
b. kwan-kweon [kwankkwan] 'government authority' 
phae-kweon [phakkw~n] 'authority' 
kong-kweon [kongkkwan] 'civil rights' 
keum-kweon [kおnkkwan] 'the power of money' 
The tensed morphemes in (5) cannot be accounted for simply 
by assuming that they have a tense initial consonant at an 
underlying level， since they occur as a non-tensed morpheme 
in a word-initial position. The tensed forms have to be 
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derived by the tensing rule. 
There is a group of morphemes classffied as intensive 
morphemes. They are assumed to consist of a tense conso-
nant and an abstract morpheme in traditional non-phonolog-
ical analysis. As McCarthy (1983) discusses， some Korean 
words have the corresponding intensive forms which include 
a tense consonant in the position where a plain one occurs 
in s imple forms. The interis i ve meaning i s added by the 
application of a tensing rule. The relevant examples are 
cited from McCarthy (1983) in (6): 


















































ttaekul ttaekul 'rolling' 
ccallokata 'shorten or sunken' 
ssaelkeus 'dis七ortedly'
The examples invol ve an al ternation between ordinary and 
intensi ve vers ions of Korean words. An ideophone wi th a 
tens~ consonant is added an intensive meaning. According to 
McCarthy (1983)， the representations of ideophones contain 
obstruents that are underspecified for -a laryngeal feature 
[+c. g.] in the autosegmental theory; these segments then 
are filled in for the laryngeal feature by virtue of auto-
segmental association with intensive morphemes. An analysis 
along this line can be applied to the morphemes exemplified 
in (4). We assume that the tensed morpheme is specified for 
a semantic feature [Intensive]. This means that a morpheme 
specified for [Intensive] in underlying representation 
undergoes tensing. The feature [Intensive] triggers the 
rule of tensing. 
Let us return to the examples in (5). The representa-
tion morpheme {ka} means 'price' and the morpheme {kweon} 
means 'right or power.' These morphemes also are considered 
to be specified for [Intensive] and are filled in for the 
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Laryngeal feature [+c.g.] on a CV tier by the tensing rule. 
In the words in (5) the tensed rnorphernes function as a base 
in the sernantic structure and deterrnine the core rneaning of 
the words. Frorn this observation， we can assurne that a 
rnorpherne is subject to tensing if it functions as a core in 
the sernantic structure of a word. The rneaning of a rnorpherne 
plays a role in tensing. 
If we follow the principles proposed by Woodbury 
(1987)， this process of tensing rnust receive non-phonologi-
cal treatrnent because it is not fully productive.3 However， 
tensing occurs regularly and iŝ predictable. We clairn that 
tensing is a process regulated by rneaning， but it is not a 
rneaning-adding process. Tensing is not a postlexical proc-
ess in Korean. We assurne that tensing can be accounted for 
by a feature-filling rule conditioned by sernantic features. 
We will analyze interesting but a little elusive rnorphernes 
under this assurnption in the next section. 
3.2 Sernantic Regularity 
There are rnorphernes which do not undergo tensing in 
sorne cases， though they undergo tensing in others， as is 
shown in (3). These rnorphernes show whether the rneaning of 
a rnorpherne is related to tensing or not， and how semantic 
features work in tensing. In this section we propose phono-
logical rules which account for tensing that occurs after a 
sonorant. Consider the exarnples given in (7): 
( 7) 
a. on-ceorn [onccern] 'a hot point' 
phyeong-ceorn [phyengcc~rn] 'a rnark or a grade' 
kang-ceorn [kangccern] 'a strong point' 
cung-ceorn [cungccern] 'the pivotal point' 
b. weon-ceorn [wencern] 'a round point' 
ka-ceorn [kacern] 'rnarking with a dot' 
-8 -
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ci-ceom [cicam] 'a spot' 
The morpheme {ceom} means 'a point， a small mark， a level 
of temperature， etc.' In (7a) we can analyze the meaning of 
the morpheme as 'a fixed point or level' and the morpheme 
{ceom} serves as a core in the meaning of each word. On the 
other hand， {ceom} bears the meaning of 'a place or a small 
area' in the words in (7b) and functions as an instrumental 
case in the semantic structure of [kac a m]. The tensed 
morpheme can be distinguished from its non-tensed counter-
parts by the meaning and the semantic functions found in 
the words. The meaning contained in the morpheme plays the 
role of a distinguisher. We can assume that a morpheme is 
specified for a semantic feature [IntensiveJ if a morpheme 
carries a core (non-figurative) or a specific meaning in a 
word. According to this assumption， we can say that the 
meaning of {ceom} in (7a) is more specific than that in 
(7b)， and we assume that a morpheme which has a more spe-
cific meaning is specified for a semantic feature [Inten-
sive]. The semantic feature [Intensive] triggers the appli-
cation of the tensing rule.4 
Let us have a look at some examples to see whether we 
can predict tensed or non-tensed consonants， using our 
assumption. 
(8) a. si-ceom [siccam] 'a visual point' 
mi-ceom [miccam] 'a point of beauty' 
b. mi-ceom [micam] 'a small dots in painting' 
cheon-ceom [chancem] 'a distant place in the sky' 
Among these examples the meaning of {ceom} in (8a) is 
analyzed as 'a fixed point or level' and the morpheme 
undergoes tensing. On the other hand， {ceom} in (8b) has 
the meaning of 'a place' and does not undergo tensing. 
This distinction between these morphemes can be. accounted 
for by assigning [IntensiveJ to the morpheme which has the 
-9 -
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meaning of ' a fixed point or level.' Then the morpheme 
specified for [Intensive] is given the laryngeal feature 
[+c.g.] by a feature filling tensing rule. Here we propose 
the [Intensive] Specification' Condition in (9a) and the 
tensing rule is preliminarily formulated， as illustrated in 
(9b) : 
(9) a. [Intensive] Specification Conditions 
(i) An intensive morpheme which bears a core or a 
more specific meaning is specified for 
[Intensive] 
(ii) An intensive morpheme is not specified for 
[Intensive]， if it functions as an oblique case 



























We would like to analyze other intensive morphemes in 
the same way. A morpheme {kweon} has the meanings ' a 
ticket， a bond.' Some examples are given below: 
(10) 
a. keum-kweon [kimkkwan] 'a ticket' 
yeo-kweon [yakkwan] 'a passport' 
ceung-kweon [cingkkwan] 'a document' 
b. ceon-kweon [cankwan] 'giving a bond as a pledge' 
Though the example in (1 Ob) means ' a bond，' i t i s not 
subjected to tensing， since in this word the morpheme 
{kweon} does not function as a core semantically. It 
carries out a function of an objective case in the semantic 
structure of the word ceonkweon. It cannot be specified 
for [Intensive] by the conditions in (9a)， since it func-
tions as an oblique case in the semantic structure of the 
-10 -
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word. Let us look at the following examples: 
( 11 ) 
a. wi-pyeong [wippyang] 'stomach trouble' 
swi-pyeong [swippyang] 'senile infirmity' 
che-pyeong [cheppyang] 'indigestion' 
kwan-pyeong [kwanppyang] 'insanity' 
































































































































































































































These examples are quite interesting in that the semantic 
analysis reveals a close interaction between tensing and 
semantic features. These words -include a morpheme {pyeong} 
which means 'a disease.' The words in (lla) indicate 
diseases that .are ~he subjects of medical study， and the 
words in (llb) indicate a state of being unwell as the 
result of a disease. In both examples- the morpheme 
{pyeong} plays a role as a core in their semantic struc-
tures. Its meaning in (lla)， however， is considered to be 
more specific than that in (llb). The morpheme which has a 
specific meaning is specified for [Intensive] by the condi-
tions in (9a) and is subjected to tensing. 
We should examine as many forms as possible in order to 
confirm the existence of the influence of the semantic 
features on the process of tensing in Korean. We will try 
to show that the [Intensive] Specification Condi tions in 
(9a) can sort out a group of intensive morphemes correct-

























































































































































































































































b. sa-kyeok [sakyak'] 'the rank of a temple' 
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These words contain a morpheme {kyeok} as a consti tuent 
which means ' the quali ties， status of being something， a 
frame， rank， and a rule.' The tensed morpheme in these 
words is different in meaning from the non-tensed one. The 
morpheme {kyeok} undergoes tensing if it means 'qualities， 
or status.' Thus the morpheme which means 'quali ties， or 
status' is classified as an intensive morpheme and speci-
fied for [1ntensive]. However， each {kyeok} in (12b) is 
excluded from七he intensive morpheme group. We should note 
that there are two challenging examples in this case: 
[sangkkyak'] 'establishing a formality' and [kukyak] 'fi-
tting a formality.' The tensed variant violates the condi-
tions sta ted in (9a) and (9b)， because the morpheme does 
not mean 'qualities or status' and functions as an oblique 
case semantically. However， the non-tensed variant proves 
that the Specification Conditions can apply to the morpheme 
{kyeok}. At present，the form sθongkyeok should be treated 
as an exception and specified for [1ntensive]. We will 
discuss these exceptional cases briefly in section 4. 
Let us take a look at the following examples which 
contain the morpheme {su}: 
(13) a. in-su [inssu] "the number of people' 
ham-su [hamssu] 'a function' 
ce-su [cessu] 'a divisor' 
kan-su [kanssu] 'the number of rooms' 
teung-su [tingssu] 'a grade' 
b. hyeon-su [hyansu] 'present number' 
weon-su [wansu] 'original number' 
seo-su-sa [sasusa] 'ordinal number' 
c. sin-su [sinsu] 'one's fate' 
ca-su [casu] 'luck' 







destiny' in sinsu does not undergo tensing. This {su} is 
categorized as a non-intensive morpheme. The morpheme {su} 
in the words listed in (13a) indicates a specific quantity 
or value， on the one hand， and i t indicates the number 
itself in the words exemplified in (13b)， on the other. 
The meaning of {su} in the latter is more generic than that 
in the former. The tensed morpheme satisfies the [Inten-
si ve] Specification Condi tions， because the morpheme 
carries a more specific meaning. We can account for the 
occurrence of a tensed consonant by assigning the feature 
[Intensive] 七o the morpheme and filling in for [+c.g.]. 
We can find examples which may be accounted for by the 

















































































































































































































































































































































































c. man-peop [manp8P世] 'all kinds of law' 
sa-peop [sap8P'] 'a private law' 
The morpheme {peop} has the meaning of 'a law or a method.' 
In the words in (14b)， {peop} functions as an oblique case 
in the semantic structures， which account for the occur-
rence of a non-tensed initial labial stop of the morpheme. 
The morpheme {peop} in some of the words in (14a) means 'a 
law' as applied to a legal case， and it also means 'an art 
or method' which is formally established. In this sense， we 
can stipulate that the meaning of {peop} in (14a) is more 
specific. The feature-filling tensing rule does not apply 
to the morpheme {peop} which has a generic meaning. In the 
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subjected to tensing. This is why 'a private law' is not 
acknowledged as a rule recognized by a community. The 
examples stated in (15) clearly show the fact that {peop} 
does not undergo tensing if its meaning is generic and when 
it means 'rules which are not recognized by a community.' 















































































































































































1n these examples， the morpheme with a non-tensed segment 
does not mean 'a specific law.' 
We would like to discuss one more example similar to 
the words discussed above. Consider the words in (16): 
( 16) 
a. han-ca [hancca] 'a Chinese character' 
su-ca [succa] 'a figure' 
ceon-ca [cencca] 'a seal character' 
b. sa-ca [saca] 'copying' 
tha-ca [thaca] 'typing' 
c. sin-ca [sinca] ， a new character' 
mun-ca [munca] 'a traditional phrase' 
tae-ca [tεca] 'a big letter' 
1n /saca/ and /七haca/，a morpheme {ca} is not specified for 
[lntensive]， since it functions as an oblique case in the 
semantic structure. The words in (16a) refer to a specific 
kind of character or letter， and the words in (16c) refer 
to a character or a letter in general. From this observa-
tion， {ca} is specified for [lntensive] when it means a 
specific character. The tense morpheme of {ca} can be 
sorted out by the [lntensive] Specification Conditions and 
the surface form [cca] is correctly produced by the tensing 
rule. 







undergoing tensing if the meanings of the morphemes are 
specific in the examples. See the following examples: 
(17) 
{se} 'a tax' 
a. cang-se [cangsse] 'a market tax' 
caesan-se [cεsansse] 'a property levy tax' 
b. nucin-se [nucinse] 'a progressive tax' 
cung-se [cungse] 'a heavy tax' 
{coe} 'a crime' 
a. kamkeun-coe [kamkinccδ] 'a crime against freedom' 
b. tong-coe [tongcH] 'the same crime' 
{kan} 'a room' 
a. sura-kan [surakkan] 'a royal kitchen' 
b. su-kan [sukan] 'a few rooms' 
Each morpheme . in the words which have a specific meaning 
undergoes tensing. Each of these morphemes is specified for 
[Intensive]、 and the tensed segments are generated by the 
application of the tensing rule. 
Next we will discuss forms in which there is a differ-
ence in meaning between the intensive and non-intensive 
morphemes. Consider the following examples: 
(18) 
a. kang-sang [kangssang] 'a table for reading' 
cun-sang [kunssang] 'a stone-stand' 
saseon-sang [sasanssang] 'a long table' 
b. nae-sang [nεsang] 'a cold bed' 
kwang-sang [kwangsang] 'a comfortable bed' 
ha-sang [hasang] 'a river bed' 
These examples suggest that a morpheme {sang} is subjected 
to tensing if it means 'a table-like object' and does not 
undergo tens ing i f i t means 'a bed.' In order to explain 
the non-tensed segment of {sang}， the morpheme which means 
'a bed' is unspecified for [Intensive]. The modified 
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are given in (19): 
( 19) 
a. kwan-ki [kwankki] 'madness' 
sum-ki [sumkki] 'breathing' 
san-ki [sankki] 'begin to labor' 
sicang-ki [sicangkki] 'hunger' 














































































































































From a study of the words in (19a)， we can say that the 
morpheme {ki} undergoes tensing only when it signifies 'a 
mental acti vi ty.' The morpheme {ki} is not subjected to 
tensing in other cases， as is shown in (19b). We specify 
the morpheme {ki} signifying 'a mental activity' for the 
features [Intensive]. 
Finally we would like to discuss complicated examples 
which seem to require a delicate semantic analysis. The 
relevant examples are given in (20): 
(20) 
a. mi-ceok [miccak'] 'aesthetic' 
su-ceok [succak'] 'numerical' 
sa-ceok [saccak'] 'personal' 
kong-ceok [kongccak'] 'public' 
kaceong-ceok [kaceongccak'] 'homely' 

































































































































































































There seems to be no conspicuous difference in meaning 
among the forms in (20). In other words， we try to search 
for a subtle difference 工n meaning in order to abstract a 
semantic feature which triggers the process of tensing. The 









七he morpheme stems from the fact that the morpheme {ceok} 
does not function as a core meaning in seman七ic structures 
and i t is one of the bound nouns that cannot occur inde-
pendently. It is regarded as a suffix， as -like of godlike 
in English. However， we can find a di fference in meaning 
between a tensed form and a non-tensed form when /cincak/ 
is compared wi th /mic ak/. It is obvious that the latter 
form has a slightly more specific meaning than the former. 
It satisfies the [Intensive] Specification Condi tions and 
七he feature [Intensive] can be specified for the modified 
morpheme. 
Now we can incorporate a condi tion in (9) into the 
tensing rule and we must add a condi tion to the tensing 
rule in (3) so that it can be applied to labials and velars 
only if they are specified for [Intensive]. We can exclude 
morphemes functioning as oblique cases from [Intensive] 
morphemes by the conditions in (9b). The ten~ing rule is 
accompanied by a condition and an informal meaning-defining 
direction. We would like to state our rule of tensing which 
is given below: 
( 21 ) 




































Condition: The [工ntensive] morpheme functions as a 
core in the semantic structure of a 
word. 
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Condition: The morpheme must be specified for 
[Intensive] if it is specified for PL. 
The Tensing Rule 1 is applied 七o a morpheme before a sonor-
ant if a target is specified for [Intensive]. On the other 
hand， the Tensing Rule 2 is applied to a morpheme preceded 
by a liquid consonant， but it cannot be applied to a mor-
pheme which is specified for a Place Node unless a target 
is specified for [Intensive]. The Tensing Rule 2 accounts 
for tensed variants of morphemes which occur only after a 
liquid consonant. According to Elsewhere Condition， the 
Tensing Rule 1 and the Tensing Rule 2 are disjunctively 
ordered ，and the Tensing Rule 2 is applied before the 
Tensing Rule 1. These rules are considered to be defaul t 
rules， since they fill in the feature [+c.g.] for a conso-
nant which is underspecified for that feature. 
5.0 Strength Hierarchy among triggers 
In this section we will br士eflydiscuss some exceptions 
to the [IntensiveJ Specification Conditions. Some morphemes 
do not undergo tensing， though they meet the structural 
descriptions of the tensing rules. We will show that excep-
tional cases are caused by a hierarchy of strength among 
sonorants which act as triggers of the tensing rules. 
Examples are given below: 
(22) a. ku-kyeok [kukyek'] 'formality' 









sir-kyeok [sirkkek'] 'disqualification' 
b. cun-sang [cunssang] 'a s七one-standbefore a tomb' 
kyeong-sang [kyengsang] 'a stand for sutras' 
c. eun-ca [4ncca] 'a silver letter' 
keum-ca [k主mca] 'a golden letter' 
In each group a， b and c the morpheme has the same status 
.with regard to its semantic role and the specificity of its 
meaning. It is obvious that there is a difference in the 
strenきth of each sonorant. The examples in (22a) suggest 
that a liquid consonant is the strongest trigger of the 
fi ve sonorants and a vowel is the weakest trigger. The 
words in (22b) and (22c) indicate that a coronal nasal is 
stronger than the other nasals. But There are no relevant 
examples to decide which segment is stronger as a trigger 
of tensing， a velar nasal and a labial nasal. 
This difference in the strength as a trigger is caused 
by the degree and position of closure when each sonorant is 
produced. The same theory which we presented in section 2.0 
can be applied to all sonorant triggers of tensing. 
6.0 Conclusion 
From this discussion， we can see that coronal obstru-
ents in Korean behave in a unique way in that they always 
become tense after a liquid consonant. We have shown that 
some morphemes whose initial consonant is labial or velar 
belong to a group of [Intensive] morpheme which undergoes 
tensing after sonorants. These morphemes are specified for 
certain semantic features two of which determine whether 
the morpheme undergoes tensing or not. We account for the 
occurrence of tens~ng before a sonorant by feature-filling 
tensing rule~ and the [Intensive] Specification Conditions. 
-19 -
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We have shown that the relationship between the sound 
structure of a morpheme and the meaning is not entirely 
arbitrary in Korean. The case of tensing in Korean suggests 
that semantic features play a role as a distinguisher in 
phonological analysis. However， some classes of [Intensive] 
morpheme remain as yet unexplored from this viewpoint. One 
would hope for a more refined analysis of the phenomenon 
discussed in this paper 工n the near future. 
Note 
* 1 am grateful to George M. Wickstead for correcting the 
English phrasing and stylistic errors in this paper. Of 
course， 1 am solely responsible for any remaining mistakes. 
1. In this paper， 1 use /ng/ for /1)/， and /c/ for /tJ /. 
Tensed consonants are indicated by /pp， tt， kk， ss， cc/ and 
aspirate stops are symbolized by /ph， th， kh， ch/. 
2. In this paper，. R stands for Root， SL a Supralaryngeal 
node， PL a Place node， D a Dorsal node， L a Lateral node， N 
a Nasal node， Lb a Labial node， C a Coronal node， and S a 
Sonorant node. Nasal/Lateral are dominated by the Sonorant 
node which plays an important role in this discussion. 1 
will basically follow the model of Feature Geometry pro-
posed by Clements (1986)， Yip (1989) and others. 
3. Woodbury (1987) proposes revised double articulation 
(RDA) principles in his illuminating paper. According to 
Woodbury (1987)， the RDA principles follow from principles 
of Lexical Phonology. These principles are as follows: 
For whatever may be formulated as an optional process 
bearing linguistic meaning， treat it as a rule in the 
-20 -
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postlexical p~onology of a generative grammar only if: 
a. i七 refers crucially 七o a feature of phonology in i ts 
structural description. 
b. Its structural description， structural change， and 
effects on meaning are regular， predictable， and general 
(i. e.， referring to natural class rather than arbi trary 
lists of elements). 
c. its output is not referred to by any rules or distribu-
tional patterns in the syntax or the lexicon. 
Otherwise， treat it non-phonologically (in syntax or lexi-
con) . 
Our analysis of tensing does not completely follow these 
principles. 
4. A feature [IntensiveJ serves as a semantic unit and is 
assigned to a morpheme by a morphological rule. This fea-
ture is assumed to be monovalent or pri vati ve， as is de-
fined in phonological theory (Yip (1986)， Mester and Ito 
(1989)， Avery and Rice (1989)， and others). 
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音韻論と意味素性:硬音化を根拠として
[要 旨]
平野日出征
本稿は、朝鮮語の母音、鼻音、流音に後続する子音の硬音化は、形態素の意味あるいは
意味素性に支配される現象であり、これを説明するために次の提案をする。 1、自律分節
音韻論により、この硬音化を被る形態素は、意味素性を持つ素性サイズの形態素である。
2、硬音化規則は、意味構造に関する条件を持つ素性補充規則で、適用されるとき意味特
性を補充される素性を支配する接点に加える。 3、この硬音化規則は、欠如規則として機
能し、語い音韻論に属す。
(旭川医科大学助教授)
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